APPENDIX A
TRANSCANADA’S PROPOSED KEY FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Bicknell’s Thrush
Finding. Bicknell’s thrush is not listed as threatened or endangered under state or federal
law. (Pre-Filed Testimony of Susan Gallo [hereinafter Gallo Testimony] at 7; MDIFW
Endangered Species Program/State List, at
www.maine.gov/ifw/wildlife/species/endangered_species/state_list.htm).
Finding. The Bicknell’s thrush population is approximately 40,000 individuals and the
population is not declining in Maine. (Pre-filed Testimony of Peter Vickery [hereinafter
Vickery Testimony] at 4; Hearing Transcript at 196; TransCanada Post-Hearing
Submission, Dana Valleau Testimony [hereinafter Valleau Post-Hearing testimony], Tab
C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]).
Finding. At least 83,000 acres of Bicknell’s thrush habitat exist in Maine, spread over 60
mountain peaks. (Vickery Testimony at 4; Pre-filed Testimony of Dr. Jeffrey Wells in
ZP 702 [hereinafter Wells ZP 702 testimony] at 3 [contained in TransCanada Hearing
Exhibit 13]).
Finding. In 2007, when Maine IF&W evaluated whether to add Bicknell’s thrush to this
state list of threatened or endangered species, it did not add the species to the list “largely
because of its population size and the large number of sites where it occurs in Maine.”
(Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at Tab C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]).
Finding. Within a one mile radius of Sisk Mountain, there is approximately 882 acres of
potential Bicknell’s thrush habitat and within a five mile radius there is approximately
14,811 acres of potential habitat. (BRI Breeding Bird Survey Report for the Sisk
Mountain Wind Power Project, Appendix F at 104-05, attached to e-mail from Juliet
Browne to Marcia-Spencer Famous (May 6, 2010)).
Finding. Regenerating timber harvest clear cuts, ski trails, and other areas impacted by
human activity provide potential breeding habitat for Bicknell’s thrush. (National
Audubon Society Bicknell’s thrush Watchlist, cited in Pre-filed Testimony of Susan
Gallo and contained in TransCanada Hearing Exhibit 12 at 1; Valleau Post-Hearing
Testimony at Tab C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]; Wells ZP 702 Testimony
at 7-8; Partners in Flight NA Landbird Conservation Plan at 43 [contained in
TransCanada Post-Hearing Submission at Tab E, Exhibit 9]).
Finding. If regenerating clear cut areas are added as potential breeding habitat, this
increases Bicknell’s thrush habitat in Maine by approximately 98,000 additional acres.
(Wells in ZP 702 Testimony at 8).
Finding. TransCanada has identified actual breeding Bicknell’s thrush in regenerating
clear cuts, below 2,700 feet, on Kibby. (Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at 1-2 and
Exhibit B).

Finding. Bicknell’s thrush survey protocols were approved in advance by Maine IF&W,
and are consistent with the protocols approved by Maine Audubon in the Kibby Project.
(Pre-filed Direct Testimony of Christine Cinnamon and Dana Valleau [hereinafter
Cinnamon/Valleau Testimony] at 22).
Finding. In response to comments from Maine IF&W, TransCanada moved turbine #11
out of the Bicknell’s thrush habitat, reducing the clearing impacts from 12.4 to 8 acres.
(Vickery Testimony at 9).
Finding. In this proceeding, Dr. Vickery has concluded that the loss of 8 acres due to
direct clearing of habitat is “of no significance biologically” to Bicknell’s thrush.
(Vickery Testimony at 8).
Finding. In the Black Nubble proceeding, NRCM concluded that the loss of 64 acres due
to direct clearing of habitat was “inconsequential” to Bicknell’s thrush. (Wells ZP 702
Testimony at 3).
Finding. In the Redington proceeding, Maine IF&W concluded that the loss of 300 acres
due to direct clearing of habitat was “very slight” when compared to available habitat in
the region. (Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment
#3]).
Finding. Most of the available northern breeding habitat, in Maine and in the region, is
“reasonably extensive and well-protected overall” (Letter from Chris Rimmer to
Christine Cinnamon (Apr. 21, 2010) [hereinafter Rimmer Letter], contained in
TransCanada Post-Hearing Submission at Tab G, Exhibit 1; see also Wells ZP 702
Testimony at 9 [“much of the [Bicknell’s] breeding range in North America is within
existing protected areas. . . .”]).
Finding. Loss of Bicknell’s thrush wintering habitat is the “greatest threat to the species’
long-term viability,” according to Audubon New York, the Nature Conservancy, Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, Chris Rimmer’s organization (VCE), and the Wildlife Conservation
Society. (Wells ZP 702 Testimony at 3).
Finding. TransCanada intends to make a contribution of $100,000 to the BITH Fund for
preservation of the wintering habitat in the Caribbean. (Rimmer Letter).
Finding. Mr. Rimmer has concluded that the TransCanada donation will “provide a very
important boost, enabling a first-ever disbursement of monies to local conservation
partners on Hispaniola by the end of 2010.” (Rimmer Letter).
Finding. The Consolidated Intervenors agree “absolutely” that Chris Rimmer is “widely
considered” an expert on Bicknell’s thrush. (Transcript at 212).
2.

Subalpine Forest
Finding. The subalpine forest community on the Sisk ridgeline is ranked “S3” by the
Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP). (MNAP Comments p. 1).
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Finding. An S3 ranking is in contrast to an MNAP S2 ranking (imperiled because of
rarity) or an S1 ranking (critically impaired because of extreme rarity).
(http://www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mnap/features/rank.htm).
Finding. According to MNAP, approximately 40,000 acres of mapped subalpine forest
exists in Maine. (Hudson Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 2).
Finding. There are approximately 358 acres of mapped subalpine forest on the Sisk
ridgeline. (Hudson Test., Ex. B; MNAP Comments p. 1).
Finding. The Project will result in the clearing of 39 acres of this mapped area, or
approximately 10%. (Hudson Test., Ex. B).
Finding. Including direct and indirect impacts (“edge effects” and fragmentation), the
total impact from the Project is 102 acres. (Hudson Test., Ex. B).
Finding. The calculation of edge effects and fragmentation was done in consultation with
MNAP. (Feb. 24, 2010 MNAP Comments pp. 1-2).
Finding. The total impacts of the Project constitute 0.25% of the mapped subalpine forest
in Maine. (Tr. p. 223 [testimony of David Publicover]).
Finding. There is approximately 3,000 acres of additional unmapped subalpine forest in
the “immediate area” of Sisk Mountain. (Tr. p. 92 [testimony of Don Hudson]).
Finding. As there exists unmapped subalpine forest in Maine, the actual percentage of
impact due to the Project is less than one quarter of one percent. (Tr. p. 223 [testimony
of David Publicover].
Finding. Moving turbine #11 out of the mapped subalpine forest “considerably reduces
fragmentation.” (MNAP Comments p. 2).
Finding. This subalpine forest community in Maine is “relatively stable in overall extent
and are extensive on Maine’s higher mountains,” “major occurrences are well protected
within public lands or private conservation lands,” and “recreation and windpower
generation could locally degrade other minor sites, but these uses are unlikely to present a
significant threat to the integrity of these forests.” (Maine’s Comprehensive Wildlife
Conservation Strategy p. 7 [TransCanada Hearing Exhibit 5]).
Finding. Some amount of clearing impacts to subalpine forest community are acceptable.
(Tr. at 224-25 [testimony of David Publicover]).
Finding. The Appalachian Mountain Club has supported a wind energy project (the
“Granite Reliable” project in New Hampshire) with impacts to mapped subalpine forest
that AMC characterized by AMC as a “higher value forest community” than the
community on Sisk. (Tr. p. 225 [testimony of David Publicover]). AMC concluded that
the impacts in the Granite Reliable project (direct impacts of 37 acres out of a 226 acre
community) “would not constitute an unreasonable adverse effect on the natural
environment.” (Tr. p. 227 [testimony of David Publicover]).
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Finding. The Commission has issued permits for timber harvesting above 2,700 feet in
areas with subalpine forest, including a recent permit for BPL that included mapped S3
subalpine forest. (Dana Valleau Post-Hearing Submission, Ex. C, D, E; Didisheim ZP
702 Testimony at 2).
3.

Vernal Pools
Finding. TransCanada conducted vernal pool surveys in accordance with IF&W
guidance, which expressly allows surveys to occur outside of the spring amphibian
identification period and these surveys have been affirmatively approved by IF&W. (emails from Mr. Cordes, IF&W to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May 24, 2010 and June 1,
2010).
Finding. TransCanada identified 14 man-made, non-state regulated, vernal pools in the
Project area. (Application Section b.15.6.10, Cinnamon et al. Direct Pre-Filed
Testimony at 10 and e-mail from Mr. Cordes, IF&W, to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May
24, 2010).
Finding. TransCanada will treat all man-made and, therefore, non-state regulated vernal
pools as though they were significant by applying the habitat management standards
required under the Natural Resources Protection Act to all identified vernal pools.
(Cinnamon et al. Direct Pre-Filed Testimony at 10 and e-mail from Mr. Cordes, IF&W,
to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May 24, 2010).

4.

Bog Lemming
Finding. TransCanada identified three wetlands that are suitable for and potentially
occupied by northern bog lemmings on Sisk Mountain and has located all project
elements to completely avoid the watersheds that contain these wetlands. As a result,
IF&W concluded that no adverse impacts to the bog lemming are anticipated from the
Project (Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Cinnamon et al. at 24 and e-mail from Mr.
Cordes, IF&W, dated March 3, 2010).

5.

Roaring Brook Mayfly/Spring Salamander
Finding. TransCanada, in consultation with IF&W, conducted surveys for the Roaring
Brook Mayfly and the Spring Salamander within the Kibby Stream watershed where both
species are known to occur. Although the surveys did not document either species,
TransCanada has committed to implement IF&W management guidelines to protect the
habitat of both species. (Cinnamon et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 24 and e-mail
from Mr. Cordes, IF&W, to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated March 3, 2010).

6.

Erosion/Capacity of the Land to Absorb and Hold Water
Finding. TransCanada will implement the construction techniques and use the Best
Management Practices developed in connection with and successfully implemented
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during construction of the Kibby Project. (Goulet et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 15
and memorandum from Mr. Rocque, State Soil Scientist, dated May 24, 2010).
Finding. TransCanada’s implementation of the “toolbox approach” developed and
endorsed by the State Soil Scientist, will be used during construction of the Kibby
Expansion Project to minimize soil erosion and maximize the ability of the mountainous
soil to absorb and hold water. (Goulet et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 15 and
memorandum from Mr. Rocque, State Soil Scientist, dated May 24, 2010).
7.

Historic Resources
Finding. The Arnold Trail shares much of the route in the study area with Chain of
Ponds and, for this reason, the visual impacts are similar. The Project will be visible only
from a 1.6 mile developed section of a 194 mile trail, resulting in 0.8% visibility.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, [Testimony of Jean Vissering at 298]).
Finding. As part of a parallel federal permitting process, the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission (“MHPC”) made a determination that the Project will have an adverse effect
on an approximately 1.6 mile section of the Arnold Trail. (Letter from Kirk Mohney,
MHPC, to TRC dated May 6, 2010). MHPC’s determination of adversity is not a finding
of undue or unreasonable adverse impact under LURC’s (or any other State review)
criteria.

8.

Tangible Benefits:
Finding. TransCanada will provide extensive tangible benefits in connection with the
Kibby Expansion Project, which include:
a. displacement of air pollution associated with fossil-fuel based generation and
contribution towards the State’s greenhouse gas reduction objectives;
b. energy benefits related to increased diversification of energy sources; direct and
indirect ;
c. direct and indirect economic benefits related to construction;
d. creation of at least one additional permanent employment position;
e. property tax contributions in excess of $500,000 per year of operation;
f. state income taxes on the income generated from operation of the project;
g. a host community benefit payment of $45,000 per year or $900,000 over a 20year period;
h. $150,000 contribution to the Department of Labor to support green jobs education
and training in Franklin County;
i. $150,000 contribution to the High Peaks Alliance for land conservation and trail
corridor acquisition in Franklin County;
j. $100,000 contribution to the Arnold Expedition Historical Society for use in land
protection surrounding the Arnold Trail north of the Chain of Ponds or other
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projects that will enhance the mission of the Society to interpret and share with
the public the history of the Arnold Trail; and
k. $100,000 contribution to the Bicknell’s Thrush Habitat Protection Fund for
conservation of wintering habitat in the Caribbean.
(Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Bennett et al. at 10-15).
Finding. TransCanada, although not required to do so, will meet the requirements of a
recent amendment to the Wind Energy Act requiring applicants to establish a community
benefits package of no less than $4,000 per turbine per year averaged over a 20-year
period. Specifically, through an annual payment of $45,000 per year to the Town of
Eustis, a one-time contribution of $150,000 for renewable jobs in Franklin County and
$150,000 for trail corridor acquisition in Franklin County, totaling $1,200,000 over a 20period, TransCanada will exceed this requirement. (Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of
Bennett et al. at 14 and P.L. 2009, Ch. 642).
9.

Visual
Finding. There are nine scenic resources of state or national significance located within
the 8-mile visual impact study area for the Project. There will be no Project visibility
from four of these resources: the Dead River, Spencer Stream, the Natanis Pond overlook
and the Sarampus Falls overlook. (Application Attachment A.1, Aesthetic Impact
Assessment (AIA), TransCanada Hearing Ex. 6).
Finding. There are five scenic resources of state or national significance with some
Project visibility: Arnold Pond, Crosby Pond, Kibby Stream, Chain of Ponds and the
Arnold Trail. (TransCanada Hearing Ex. 6).
Finding. Views from Arnold Pond and Crosby Pond would be very limited, seen at a
distance of 6.5 miles away and diminished by the prominent landform of Mount Pisgah.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37).
Finding. Minimal views of the Project are possible from two viewpoints on Kibby
Stream. The first is a location where Gold Brook Road crosses over the stream
approximately three miles from the Project area and the second an open wetland area
approximately eight miles away. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, 38).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from more than two-thirds of Chain of Ponds.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 5,6).
Finding. Chain of Ponds is designated as having outstanding scenic values primarily due
to its scenic foreground features, including very dramatic relief, cliffs, ledges, beaches,
boulders, diverse shoreline, and excellent water quality, rather than for views of distant
mountains or other scenery. (Maine State Planning Office Critical Areas Program,
Maine’s Finest Lakes, The Results of the Maine Lake Study (Oct. 1989) at 86.).
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Finding. Other natural foreground features contribute to and enhance the overall scenic
quality of Chain of Ponds, including Mount Pisgah, Sisk Mountain, and the Bigelow
Mountains, which provide strong focal points and reduce the visual impact of the
turbines. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 9; Palmer Comments p. 18.).
Finding. The existing viewer experience along Chain of Ponds already includes human
development, including the constant presence of Route 27 and its heavy traffic, several
privately-owned camps, the developed campground at Natanis Point, and motorized
recreational use of the water and adjacent land. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at
9-10, John Titus Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 7, Palmer comments, pp. 18-19).
Finding. Of the five ponds that constitute Chain of Ponds, visibility of the Project is
limited only to portions of Bag, Natanis, and Long Ponds. (Application Attachment A.1
(AIA) at 7).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from roughly two thirds of Bag Pond and
visibility is minimized the prominent landforms of Mount Pisgah and the southern peak
of Sisk Mountain dominate views toward the Project, making the turbines appear much
less prominent and lower in elevation. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 14).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from the vast majority of Natanis Pond, including
the commercial campground and all of the State’s primitive campsites. There also will be
no visibility of the Project when looking south toward the very distant peaks of the
Bigelow range. Where there is visibility, only the tops of four turbines (behind Mount
Pisgah) will be visible from a very small area along the southeastern-most shore of
Natanis Pond. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 25).
Finding. The majority of views of the Project occur from Long Pond, where there will be
visibility from approximately half of Long Pond. Long Pond also is the only area from
where the entire Project can be viewed. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 17).
Finding. From Bag, Natanis and Long Ponds, views will include the more dominant
landforms of Mount Pisgah and/or Sisk Mountain, making the Project turbines appear
more distant, lower in elevation, and less prominent (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct
Testimony at 14, 17, 25).
Finding. In total, there will be no views of the Project from more than two-thirds of
Chain of Ponds. Where there are views, they are primarily of only portions of the Project
and often include only the tops of turbines or tips of blades. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct
Testimony at 5,6, Palmer Comments pp. 18-19).
Finding. With regard to “cumulative impacts,” as noted by Mr. Palmer and Ms.
Vissering, because the Kibby Project will be visible from Long Pond, locating additional
turbines in this area (even when visible) is appropriate as the incremental impacts will not
be significant, and locating the projects in proximity will reduce the overall impact of
wind energy projects in the state. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 39, 40, Tr.
[testimony of Jean Vissering pp. 315-316]).
Finding. It is possible to travel the entire length of Chain of Ponds without seeing a
single turbine. Where there is visibility, turbines will enter and recede from view across
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a changing landscape, and will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on the scenic
character. (Testimony of Jean Vissering p. 303).
Finding. The Arnold Trail shares much of the route in the study area with Chain of
Ponds and, for this reason, the visual impacts are similar. The Project will be visible only
from a 1.6 mile developed section of a 194 mile trail, resulting in 0.8% visibility.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, [Testimony of Jean Vissering at 298]).
Finding. As noted by both Ms. Vissering and Mr. Palmer, distant views were likely of
little concern to Arnold’s company, and the presence of turbines in portions of the Arnold
Trail viewshed is unlikely to materially diminish the historic experience along the Arnold
Trail. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, (Tr. p. 298 [testimony of Jean
Vissering]).
Finding. The Wind Energy Act states “[a] finding by [the Commission] that the
development’s generating facilities are a highly visible feature in the landscape,” is not
by itself a “sufficient basis for a determination that the proposed wind development has
an unreasonable adverse effect on scenic character or existing uses related to scenic
character.” ( 35-A M.R.S.A. § 3452 (3)).
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APPENDIX A
TRANSCANADA’S PROPOSED KEY FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Bicknell’s Thrush
Finding. Bicknell’s thrush is not listed as threatened or endangered under state or federal
law. (Pre-Filed Testimony of Susan Gallo [hereinafter Gallo Testimony] at 7; MDIFW
Endangered Species Program/State List, at
www.maine.gov/ifw/wildlife/species/endangered_species/state_list.htm).
Finding. The Bicknell’s thrush population is approximately 40,000 individuals and the
population is not declining in Maine. (Pre-filed Testimony of Peter Vickery [hereinafter
Vickery Testimony] at 4; Hearing Transcript at 196; TransCanada Post-Hearing
Submission, Dana Valleau Testimony [hereinafter Valleau Post-Hearing testimony], Tab
C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]).
Finding. At least 83,000 acres of Bicknell’s thrush habitat exist in Maine, spread over 60
mountain peaks. (Vickery Testimony at 4; Pre-filed Testimony of Dr. Jeffrey Wells in
ZP 702 [hereinafter Wells ZP 702 testimony] at 3 [contained in TransCanada Hearing
Exhibit 13]).
Finding. In 2007, when Maine IF&W evaluated whether to add Bicknell’s thrush to this
state list of threatened or endangered species, it did not add the species to the list “largely
because of its population size and the large number of sites where it occurs in Maine.”
(Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at Tab C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]).
Finding. Within a one mile radius of Sisk Mountain, there is approximately 882 acres of
potential Bicknell’s thrush habitat and within a five mile radius there is approximately
14,811 acres of potential habitat. (BRI Breeding Bird Survey Report for the Sisk
Mountain Wind Power Project, Appendix F at 104-05, attached to e-mail from Juliet
Browne to Marcia-Spencer Famous (May 6, 2010)).
Finding. Regenerating timber harvest clear cuts, ski trails, and other areas impacted by
human activity provide potential breeding habitat for Bicknell’s thrush. (National
Audubon Society Bicknell’s thrush Watchlist, cited in Pre-filed Testimony of Susan
Gallo and contained in TransCanada Hearing Exhibit 12 at 1; Valleau Post-Hearing
Testimony at Tab C, Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment #3]; Wells ZP 702 Testimony
at 7-8; Partners in Flight NA Landbird Conservation Plan at 43 [contained in
TransCanada Post-Hearing Submission at Tab E, Exhibit 9]).
Finding. If regenerating clear cut areas are added as potential breeding habitat, this
increases Bicknell’s thrush habitat in Maine by approximately 98,000 additional acres.
(Wells in ZP 702 Testimony at 8).
Finding. TransCanada has identified actual breeding Bicknell’s thrush in regenerating
clear cuts, below 2,700 feet, on Kibby. (Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at 1-2 and
Exhibit B).

Finding. Bicknell’s thrush survey protocols were approved in advance by Maine IF&W,
and are consistent with the protocols approved by Maine Audubon in the Kibby Project.
(Pre-filed Direct Testimony of Christine Cinnamon and Dana Valleau [hereinafter
Cinnamon/Valleau Testimony] at 22).
Finding. In response to comments from Maine IF&W, TransCanada moved turbine #11
out of the Bicknell’s thrush habitat, reducing the clearing impacts from 12.4 to 8 acres.
(Vickery Testimony at 9).
Finding. In this proceeding, Dr. Vickery has concluded that the loss of 8 acres due to
direct clearing of habitat is “of no significance biologically” to Bicknell’s thrush.
(Vickery Testimony at 8).
Finding. In the Black Nubble proceeding, NRCM concluded that the loss of 64 acres due
to direct clearing of habitat was “inconsequential” to Bicknell’s thrush. (Wells ZP 702
Testimony at 3).
Finding. In the Redington proceeding, Maine IF&W concluded that the loss of 300 acres
due to direct clearing of habitat was “very slight” when compared to available habitat in
the region. (Valleau Post-Hearing Testimony at Exhibit C [Tom Hodgman Comment
#3]).
Finding. Most of the available northern breeding habitat, in Maine and in the region, is
“reasonably extensive and well-protected overall” (Letter from Chris Rimmer to
Christine Cinnamon (Apr. 21, 2010) [hereinafter Rimmer Letter], contained in
TransCanada Post-Hearing Submission at Tab G, Exhibit 1; see also Wells ZP 702
Testimony at 9 [“much of the [Bicknell’s] breeding range in North America is within
existing protected areas. . . .”]).
Finding. Loss of Bicknell’s thrush wintering habitat is the “greatest threat to the species’
long-term viability,” according to Audubon New York, the Nature Conservancy, Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, Chris Rimmer’s organization (VCE), and the Wildlife Conservation
Society. (Wells ZP 702 Testimony at 3).
Finding. TransCanada intends to make a contribution of $100,000 to the BITH Fund for
preservation of the wintering habitat in the Caribbean. (Rimmer Letter).
Finding. Mr. Rimmer has concluded that the TransCanada donation will “provide a very
important boost, enabling a first-ever disbursement of monies to local conservation
partners on Hispaniola by the end of 2010.” (Rimmer Letter).
Finding. The Consolidated Intervenors agree “absolutely” that Chris Rimmer is “widely
considered” an expert on Bicknell’s thrush. (Transcript at 212).
2.

Subalpine Forest
Finding. The subalpine forest community on the Sisk ridgeline is ranked “S3” by the
Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP). (MNAP Comments p. 1).
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Finding. An S3 ranking is in contrast to an MNAP S2 ranking (imperiled because of
rarity) or an S1 ranking (critically impaired because of extreme rarity).
(http://www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mnap/features/rank.htm).
Finding. According to MNAP, approximately 40,000 acres of mapped subalpine forest
exists in Maine. (Hudson Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 2).
Finding. There are approximately 358 acres of mapped subalpine forest on the Sisk
ridgeline. (Hudson Test., Ex. B; MNAP Comments p. 1).
Finding. The Project will result in the clearing of 39 acres of this mapped area, or
approximately 10%. (Hudson Test., Ex. B).
Finding. Including direct and indirect impacts (“edge effects” and fragmentation), the
total impact from the Project is 102 acres. (Hudson Test., Ex. B).
Finding. The calculation of edge effects and fragmentation was done in consultation with
MNAP. (Feb. 24, 2010 MNAP Comments pp. 1-2).
Finding. The total impacts of the Project constitute 0.25% of the mapped subalpine forest
in Maine. (Tr. p. 223 [testimony of David Publicover]).
Finding. There is approximately 3,000 acres of additional unmapped subalpine forest in
the “immediate area” of Sisk Mountain. (Tr. p. 92 [testimony of Don Hudson]).
Finding. As there exists unmapped subalpine forest in Maine, the actual percentage of
impact due to the Project is less than one quarter of one percent. (Tr. p. 223 [testimony
of David Publicover].
Finding. Moving turbine #11 out of the mapped subalpine forest “considerably reduces
fragmentation.” (MNAP Comments p. 2).
Finding. This subalpine forest community in Maine is “relatively stable in overall extent
and are extensive on Maine’s higher mountains,” “major occurrences are well protected
within public lands or private conservation lands,” and “recreation and windpower
generation could locally degrade other minor sites, but these uses are unlikely to present a
significant threat to the integrity of these forests.” (Maine’s Comprehensive Wildlife
Conservation Strategy p. 7 [TransCanada Hearing Exhibit 5]).
Finding. Some amount of clearing impacts to subalpine forest community are acceptable.
(Tr. at 224-25 [testimony of David Publicover]).
Finding. The Appalachian Mountain Club has supported a wind energy project (the
“Granite Reliable” project in New Hampshire) with impacts to mapped subalpine forest
that AMC characterized by AMC as a “higher value forest community” than the
community on Sisk. (Tr. p. 225 [testimony of David Publicover]). AMC concluded that
the impacts in the Granite Reliable project (direct impacts of 37 acres out of a 226 acre
community) “would not constitute an unreasonable adverse effect on the natural
environment.” (Tr. p. 227 [testimony of David Publicover]).
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Finding. The Commission has issued permits for timber harvesting above 2,700 feet in
areas with subalpine forest, including a recent permit for BPL that included mapped S3
subalpine forest. (Dana Valleau Post-Hearing Submission, Ex. C, D, E; Didisheim ZP
702 Testimony at 2).
3.

Vernal Pools
Finding. TransCanada conducted vernal pool surveys in accordance with IF&W
guidance, which expressly allows surveys to occur outside of the spring amphibian
identification period and these surveys have been affirmatively approved by IF&W. (emails from Mr. Cordes, IF&W to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May 24, 2010 and June 1,
2010).
Finding. TransCanada identified 14 man-made, non-state regulated, vernal pools in the
Project area. (Application Section b.15.6.10, Cinnamon et al. Direct Pre-Filed
Testimony at 10 and e-mail from Mr. Cordes, IF&W, to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May
24, 2010).
Finding. TransCanada will treat all man-made and, therefore, non-state regulated vernal
pools as though they were significant by applying the habitat management standards
required under the Natural Resources Protection Act to all identified vernal pools.
(Cinnamon et al. Direct Pre-Filed Testimony at 10 and e-mail from Mr. Cordes, IF&W,
to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated May 24, 2010).

4.

Bog Lemming
Finding. TransCanada identified three wetlands that are suitable for and potentially
occupied by northern bog lemmings on Sisk Mountain and has located all project
elements to completely avoid the watersheds that contain these wetlands. As a result,
IF&W concluded that no adverse impacts to the bog lemming are anticipated from the
Project (Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Cinnamon et al. at 24 and e-mail from Mr.
Cordes, IF&W, dated March 3, 2010).

5.

Roaring Brook Mayfly/Spring Salamander
Finding. TransCanada, in consultation with IF&W, conducted surveys for the Roaring
Brook Mayfly and the Spring Salamander within the Kibby Stream watershed where both
species are known to occur. Although the surveys did not document either species,
TransCanada has committed to implement IF&W management guidelines to protect the
habitat of both species. (Cinnamon et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 24 and e-mail
from Mr. Cordes, IF&W, to Ms. Spencer-Famous dated March 3, 2010).

6.

Erosion/Capacity of the Land to Absorb and Hold Water
Finding. TransCanada will implement the construction techniques and use the Best
Management Practices developed in connection with and successfully implemented
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during construction of the Kibby Project. (Goulet et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 15
and memorandum from Mr. Rocque, State Soil Scientist, dated May 24, 2010).
Finding. TransCanada’s implementation of the “toolbox approach” developed and
endorsed by the State Soil Scientist, will be used during construction of the Kibby
Expansion Project to minimize soil erosion and maximize the ability of the mountainous
soil to absorb and hold water. (Goulet et al. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 15 and
memorandum from Mr. Rocque, State Soil Scientist, dated May 24, 2010).
7.

Historic Resources
Finding. The Arnold Trail shares much of the route in the study area with Chain of
Ponds and, for this reason, the visual impacts are similar. The Project will be visible only
from a 1.6 mile developed section of a 194 mile trail, resulting in 0.8% visibility.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, [Testimony of Jean Vissering at 298]).
Finding. As part of a parallel federal permitting process, the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission (“MHPC”) made a determination that the Project will have an adverse effect
on an approximately 1.6 mile section of the Arnold Trail. (Letter from Kirk Mohney,
MHPC, to TRC dated May 6, 2010). MHPC’s determination of adversity is not a finding
of undue or unreasonable adverse impact under LURC’s (or any other State review)
criteria.

8.

Tangible Benefits:
Finding. TransCanada will provide extensive tangible benefits in connection with the
Kibby Expansion Project, which include:
a. displacement of air pollution associated with fossil-fuel based generation and
contribution towards the State’s greenhouse gas reduction objectives;
b. energy benefits related to increased diversification of energy sources; direct and
indirect ;
c. direct and indirect economic benefits related to construction;
d. creation of at least one additional permanent employment position;
e. property tax contributions in excess of $500,000 per year of operation;
f. state income taxes on the income generated from operation of the project;
g. a host community benefit payment of $45,000 per year or $900,000 over a 20year period;
h. $150,000 contribution to the Department of Labor to support green jobs education
and training in Franklin County;
i. $150,000 contribution to the High Peaks Alliance for land conservation and trail
corridor acquisition in Franklin County;
j. $100,000 contribution to the Arnold Expedition Historical Society for use in land
protection surrounding the Arnold Trail north of the Chain of Ponds or other
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projects that will enhance the mission of the Society to interpret and share with
the public the history of the Arnold Trail; and
k. $100,000 contribution to the Bicknell’s Thrush Habitat Protection Fund for
conservation of wintering habitat in the Caribbean.
(Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Bennett et al. at 10-15).
Finding. TransCanada, although not required to do so, will meet the requirements of a
recent amendment to the Wind Energy Act requiring applicants to establish a community
benefits package of no less than $4,000 per turbine per year averaged over a 20-year
period. Specifically, through an annual payment of $45,000 per year to the Town of
Eustis, a one-time contribution of $150,000 for renewable jobs in Franklin County and
$150,000 for trail corridor acquisition in Franklin County, totaling $1,200,000 over a 20period, TransCanada will exceed this requirement. (Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of
Bennett et al. at 14 and P.L. 2009, Ch. 642).
9.

Visual
Finding. There are nine scenic resources of state or national significance located within
the 8-mile visual impact study area for the Project. There will be no Project visibility
from four of these resources: the Dead River, Spencer Stream, the Natanis Pond overlook
and the Sarampus Falls overlook. (Application Attachment A.1, Aesthetic Impact
Assessment (AIA), TransCanada Hearing Ex. 6).
Finding. There are five scenic resources of state or national significance with some
Project visibility: Arnold Pond, Crosby Pond, Kibby Stream, Chain of Ponds and the
Arnold Trail. (TransCanada Hearing Ex. 6).
Finding. Views from Arnold Pond and Crosby Pond would be very limited, seen at a
distance of 6.5 miles away and diminished by the prominent landform of Mount Pisgah.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37).
Finding. Minimal views of the Project are possible from two viewpoints on Kibby
Stream. The first is a location where Gold Brook Road crosses over the stream
approximately three miles from the Project area and the second an open wetland area
approximately eight miles away. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, 38).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from more than two-thirds of Chain of Ponds.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 5,6).
Finding. Chain of Ponds is designated as having outstanding scenic values primarily due
to its scenic foreground features, including very dramatic relief, cliffs, ledges, beaches,
boulders, diverse shoreline, and excellent water quality, rather than for views of distant
mountains or other scenery. (Maine State Planning Office Critical Areas Program,
Maine’s Finest Lakes, The Results of the Maine Lake Study (Oct. 1989) at 86.).
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Finding. Other natural foreground features contribute to and enhance the overall scenic
quality of Chain of Ponds, including Mount Pisgah, Sisk Mountain, and the Bigelow
Mountains, which provide strong focal points and reduce the visual impact of the
turbines. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 9; Palmer Comments p. 18.).
Finding. The existing viewer experience along Chain of Ponds already includes human
development, including the constant presence of Route 27 and its heavy traffic, several
privately-owned camps, the developed campground at Natanis Point, and motorized
recreational use of the water and adjacent land. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at
9-10, John Titus Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 7, Palmer comments, pp. 18-19).
Finding. Of the five ponds that constitute Chain of Ponds, visibility of the Project is
limited only to portions of Bag, Natanis, and Long Ponds. (Application Attachment A.1
(AIA) at 7).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from roughly two thirds of Bag Pond and
visibility is minimized the prominent landforms of Mount Pisgah and the southern peak
of Sisk Mountain dominate views toward the Project, making the turbines appear much
less prominent and lower in elevation. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 14).
Finding. The Project will not be visible from the vast majority of Natanis Pond, including
the commercial campground and all of the State’s primitive campsites. There also will be
no visibility of the Project when looking south toward the very distant peaks of the
Bigelow range. Where there is visibility, only the tops of four turbines (behind Mount
Pisgah) will be visible from a very small area along the southeastern-most shore of
Natanis Pond. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 25).
Finding. The majority of views of the Project occur from Long Pond, where there will be
visibility from approximately half of Long Pond. Long Pond also is the only area from
where the entire Project can be viewed. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 17).
Finding. From Bag, Natanis and Long Ponds, views will include the more dominant
landforms of Mount Pisgah and/or Sisk Mountain, making the Project turbines appear
more distant, lower in elevation, and less prominent (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct
Testimony at 14, 17, 25).
Finding. In total, there will be no views of the Project from more than two-thirds of
Chain of Ponds. Where there are views, they are primarily of only portions of the Project
and often include only the tops of turbines or tips of blades. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct
Testimony at 5,6, Palmer Comments pp. 18-19).
Finding. With regard to “cumulative impacts,” as noted by Mr. Palmer and Ms.
Vissering, because the Kibby Project will be visible from Long Pond, locating additional
turbines in this area (even when visible) is appropriate as the incremental impacts will not
be significant, and locating the projects in proximity will reduce the overall impact of
wind energy projects in the state. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony p. 39, 40, Tr.
[testimony of Jean Vissering pp. 315-316]).
Finding. It is possible to travel the entire length of Chain of Ponds without seeing a
single turbine. Where there is visibility, turbines will enter and recede from view across
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a changing landscape, and will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on the scenic
character. (Testimony of Jean Vissering p. 303).
Finding. The Arnold Trail shares much of the route in the study area with Chain of
Ponds and, for this reason, the visual impacts are similar. The Project will be visible only
from a 1.6 mile developed section of a 194 mile trail, resulting in 0.8% visibility.
(Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, [Testimony of Jean Vissering at 298]).
Finding. As noted by both Ms. Vissering and Mr. Palmer, distant views were likely of
little concern to Arnold’s company, and the presence of turbines in portions of the Arnold
Trail viewshed is unlikely to materially diminish the historic experience along the Arnold
Trail. (Vissering Pre-Filed Direct Testimony at 37, (Tr. p. 298 [testimony of Jean
Vissering]).
Finding. The Wind Energy Act states “[a] finding by [the Commission] that the
development’s generating facilities are a highly visible feature in the landscape,” is not
by itself a “sufficient basis for a determination that the proposed wind development has
an unreasonable adverse effect on scenic character or existing uses related to scenic
character.” ( 35-A M.R.S.A. § 3452 (3)).
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